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The Ojibwe people call wild rice ?mahnomen,” the good berry. Wild Rice elaborates on the many
elements of that tradition, and brings it forward in fresh, delectable recipes. This comprehensive
guide to Zizania palustris tells the story of North America’s only native grain, from its emergence
in the western Great Lakes area to its use in today’s kitchens. The book demystifies the
purchasing of wild rice?black or brown, long grain or short grain, lake rice or river rice, US rice or
Canadian rice?clarifies cooking options, and proposes wild rice as a fast food (cook a full pound
and freeze in small packets).The recipes range from simple soups to gourmet entrées and food
for a crowd. Traditionally, wild rice was harvested from canoes and parched in iron kettles over
open fires. Although these old ways are still practiced, much of today’s wild rice is cultivated in
flooded fields?rice paddies?in the Upper Midwest and in California, and is harvested with
combines and processed with machinery. The question arises: Which is better-tasting and more
nutritious?naturally occurring wild rice or cultivated wild rice?Skyhorse Publishing, along with
our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of cookbooks, including
books on juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow cookers, and cast
iron cooking. We’ve been successful with books on gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan
cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes French cooking, Swedish cooking,
Austrian and German cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning and
preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone broth, and more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
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Rice was first published in hardcover in 2000. In 2001, it won a Minnesota Book Award and in
2004 it was issued in paperback. With this publication, it has a new publisher and many new
photos although little about wild rice has changed over the years. It remains a natural and
nutritious food, the same one that sustained North American peoples in centuries past as it does
today.Also unchanged since the first publication, is the contentious science and politics of
Zizania palustris, wild rice. This humble plant might not seem at the outset to be a candidate for
a complex controversy, but it is. Z. palustris is indigenous to the Upper Great Lakes Area of North
America and nowhere else in the world. Yet today, the bulk of wild rice is harvested not in



Minnesota, Wisconsin, or Canada but in California, where it is grown in cultivated paddies. The
original seeds for California wild rice and for cultivated beds in Minnesota and Wisconsin came
from natural beds in Minnesota. They have been selected for cultivated farming but they are still
Z. palustris. Efforts to modify the seed for easier growing and harvesting have not, however,
stopped with selection. The potential for abuse—for genetic modification and hybridization—
have botanical, cultural, and ethical consequences. For example, genetically modified seeds
would almost certainly find their way into natural wild rice beds, forever altering the true crop.For
the cook, the complexities of Z. palustris are more manageable. Chapter Two of Wild Rice sorts
out the variables of buying and cooking wild rice: by color (black, brown, blond), origin (paddy,
lake, river), size of the grain (long, short, thin, wide), method of harvest (hand, mechanical), and
method of processing (hand, mechanical).In the end, the “best” wild rice, in the past as in the
present, is determined by individual taste preference and intended use. Lighter, broken rice
works well in soup but not as a side dish. Smaller, lighter grains cook faster than larger, darker
grains. The best way to understand wild rice is to cook and use it frequently. Cook a whole bag of
it at one time and freeze it in one- or two-cup packets. Use it in soups and chili, stir it into
pancakes, toss in black beans for a quick side dish or salad, or just heat it up, garnish with a
splash of parmesan cheese, and eat it while standing in the kitchen. It is my favorite fast food:
nutritious, healthful, and delicious.Susan Carol HauserPuposky, Minnesota, 2014Zizania
palustris ready to harvest. University of Minnesota, David L. Hansen. Used with
permission.PROLOGUE: WILD RICE, RICER, RICINGNorth of Bemidji, Minnesota, on Beltrami
County Highway Nine, if you follow the road far enough, you will come to a low spot in the terrain.
First, there is a pasture that slopes toward the road and yields to a large pond, then there is a
watercourse.The watercourse crosses under the highway. In the spring, it is brisk with snow melt.
At its bottom, even then, seeds from last year’s Zizania palustris are breaking through the muck
of the soaked earth. As the water slows to its summer pace, the plants take hold and grow
themselves to the surface of the stream.In June, narrow, delicate leaves unfurl on the water’s
surface where they float with the current. In July, the plants’ slender stalks, with encouragement
from the long sun, breach the water, stretch into air, stand straight, and begin to set
flowers.Around the shore of the pond and reaching back and out from the stream, more wild rice
rises up in its annual ritual of perpetuation. This one stand spreads out for acres to the east and
west for as far as a traveler in a car can see.Every year in late summer when I drive down County
Nine, I say to myself, maybe I will rice this year. In northern Minnesota, rice is a verb as well as a
noun: “We are going ricing.” “I riced last weekend.” We say it the way we say “We’re going to
sugar next week,” and everyone knows we mean that we will tap maple trees, harvest the sap,
and boil it down to maple syrup.When I think about going ricing, I know what it means because I
have riced. My husband, Bill, had been a ricer for several years. I envied him his time on the
river, time in the late summer light, time in the canoe with the water lapping at its sides, time
breathing in the primeval aroma of the perimeter swamps. When he came home late in the
afternoon, he was wet with sweat and with water from the river. Rice beards, one inch long wisps



with barbed awns, clung to his clothing. His face was red from the sun and from the effort of his
body. He ate dinner like a logger and slept like a bear in winter.Bill riced with the friends who
taught him to rice. One summer, many years ago, I decided it was time for me to experience the
human ritual for myself. As we only needed two people and one canoe, one early September
day we hefted the canoe onto the top of the car, tied on the poling pole, put the knockers in the
back along with a lunch and water to drink, and headed out to Pine Point on the Mississippi
River, about a twenty mile drive from home.Pine Point is a popular setting-off spot for ricers.
From it you can paddle against the current and toward Lake Itasca, the cultural headwaters of
the Mississippi River, which is about fifteen road miles from Pine Point and about a day’s worth
of miles by canoe, or you can paddle with the current and away from Lake Itasca.If you go
toward Lake Itasca, you will be traveling south, for from Lake Itasca, the Mississippi River flows
north. Near Bemidji, thirty road miles later, it turns east, and seventy-five road miles after that
near Grand Rapids, it finally swings south in its meandering journey to the Gulf of Mexico. The
main channel of the river itself is about twelve feet wide, but it only occasionally touches shore
as it does at Pine Point. The rest of the time, it is a narrow ribbon lacing through a half- to one-
mile wide swamp under-laced with rivulets and lazy water courses.South of Pine Point, toward
Itasca, rice lines the river channel in long beds that vary from a few feet to maybe one hundred
feet wide. These beds are among the first to get riced out as they are close to the landing and
because the river water flows easily through them and the canoe does not get bogged down as
it does in the shallower beds that reach farther back from the river proper.But the real ricers, the
ones who want a winter’s supply of rice or who plan to sell their harvest, paddle north out of Pine
Point. The current helps carry their canoes along but that is not why they go that way. They are
heading to Rice Lake and other backwaters of the main stream of the Mississippi River. Acres of
Zizania aquatica grow in these natural paddies. For centuries, probably for millennia, this wild
rice has fed blackbirds and ducks and human beings.The day my husband took me ricing, we
arrived at the Pine Point landing close to mid-morning. It is no use going out earlier because rice
that is still damp from the morning dew will not readily release its kernels.There were already a
half-dozen cars and pickups there. The ricing teams were downloading their canoes and
arranging their poles and knockers and cushions and food inside them. We, too, prepared
ourselves for our morning’s task.Working at a quiet pace and talking amiably to each other, the
teams of ricers one at a time pulled their canoes over to the landing proper, slid them down the
ten foot steep embankment into the water, slipped them into the current, and hopped in. As we
fussed our way through our preparations, we watched them disappear around the first crook in
the river and into the five- to six-foot tall grasses and reeds that rise from its marshy sides.
Although we could no longer see them, we could still hear them talking and laughing as they
wended their way with the current toward Rice Lake.Finally ready, we dragged our canoe over to
the bank, pushed it down the steep slope and into the water, and hopped aboard. I was in the
stern where the poler stands. As the current caught us, I started to paddle with it but Bill said we
should go the other way. As this was my first time out, we would go south from the landing



toward Lake Itasca and away from the “serious” ricers. I did not care which way we went. It was
ricing time and I was on the river in a canoe, taking in the early September sun and the sounds
and smells of the water.As quickly as the other ricers disappeared from our sight when we stood
on the bank, the landing disappeared from our sight as we moved around the first bend in the
river, and into a ten-foot wide tunnel of grasses and reeds that lifted well above our shoulders;
the roof of the tunnel was the glittering September sky.We paddled a mere fifteen minutes from
the landing. Along the way, we passed strips of rice that had been harvested. We could see the
paths where the canoes slid into the beds, pressing the rice stalks down and to the sides. As we
continued on, Bill watched both sides of the river for a channel that might lead us into an
untapped bed.Finally, we found one, an opening in the tall grasses that wafted above our heads.
We paddled into it. No one had been there before us, and the rice went back about ten feet on
each side of a slender path of open water.We put our paddles in the canoe and readied
ourselves for the harvest. Bill carefully moved from the front seat of the canoe to the middle
where he knelt facing forward with a lifesaver cushion under each knee. I stood just in front of my
seat with one foot lodged against it and to one side, the other forward a bit and to the other
side.There is really no way to practice ricing. You just have to get in a canoe and do it. You do,
however, have a choice between two tasks: poling or knocking. By tradition, and now by law,
ricers can only pole their canoes through the rice beds. Paddles do not work, because the
stands are thick, and because they damage the rice; motors move the canoe too quickly for the
action of the knocker, and are considered to be not sporting.Knockers are also regulated,
although anyone who wants to harvest rice efficiently and effectively would want to comply with
the traditional standards. Knockers are sticks that cannot be more than thirty inches long, and
cannot weigh more than one pound. To meet these specifications, they have to be made of
poplar or a similar light-weight wood. In some families, knockers are passed down from
generation to generation.Bill made the knockers we used. I liked the feel of them in my hand,
heavier at the handle, lighter at the tip, the strokes of the carving knife still visible, and the grain
of the wood stained with the oil from his hands and from the rice plants. But I did not use the
knockers. We decided I should pole. I am shorter than Bill, with better balance.I had handled the
pole before we came out and liked the feel of it as much as of the knockers. It was made from a
two-inch diameter tamarack sapling that was stripped of its branches and bark, but not of the
nubs where the branches came out of the trunk. A metal duck bill was attached to the wider end
of the pole. It looks a bit like two hands pressed together at their base. A hinge between the two
sides allows the “hands” to open. When the pole is pushed into the mud at the bottom of the
water, the hands open flat, allowing the poler to purchase the pole against the mercurial muck
that serves as ground in these boggy waters.I grew up playing on Minnesota lakes and learned
early to not stand up in a boat. Standing in the narrow canoe, I understood why in a new way.
The slightest shift of my hips caused our slender craft to wobble, and my effort to correct the
wobble only made us wobble even more in the other direction.Fortunately, ricing is leisurely in
pace, and while I maneuvered to head the canoe into the rice stand, Bill started his work. He



reached out with the knocker in his right hand into the rice that was snugging up against our
craft, and sort of encircled the rice with his stick and pulled it over the boat. At almost the same
time, he brought his left hand knocker over to and above the other one, and before the canoe
moved forward, and before the rice stalks slipped away from the right hand knocker, he gently
grazed the right knocker with the left, drawing the left one from near the hand on the right one
down to its tip.Instantly I heard the tinkling of rice kernels against the metal bottom of the canoe.
As we worked, that sound was lost, because the rice covered the bottom of the canoe, and then
filled it, covering Bill’s kneeling cushions, and then his knees, and rising up his legs. Then the
only sounds were the swooshing of the canoe against the rice stalks, the random clicking of the
knockers against each other, and the occasional burst of song from a redwing blackbird rousted
by us from its own garnering of the rice.When I first stood up to take my poling position, I was
surprised to realize that I could now see over the stands of flora that so completely
encompassed the canoe, could see to the far sides of the river valley, to the banks and trees that
keep the water in its place. Scanning the swamp itself, and looking down river, I could even see
the tops of the poles and the heads of other ricers, slipping in and out of sight through the high
rice as though through shadows.But I was not there to indulge in the vista, and I turned to my job.
Rather quickly, I thought, I gained control of the pole. I nudged the front of the canoe just two feet
into the bed, and then worked the pole so that the canoe remained parallel to the water course.
This way we could go back and forth in a pattern, turning at the end of the bed, and returning just
a foot or two over from our previous row. It is the traditional way. The path left by the canoe with
each pass can be used again, for wild rice seeds ripen over a period of ten to fourteen days and
any given bed can be harvested several times. Neat rows established on the first pass can be
reused without breaking down any more rice.Pleased with myself, and enjoying the sounds and
smells around me, I learned something else quickly: it is best to pay attention to your chore.
When we finished working the one side of the channel, I turned the canoe to pole across the
several feet of open water to get to the other side. I don’t remember what I was attending to, but
it was not my pole. I had pulled its fifteen foot length out of the water, working downward, hand
over hand, as I had been doing, and then brought it forward and pushed it back into the water.
When the duck bill found bottom and took hold, I worked hand over hand back up the pole,
pushing the canoe along until I ran out of wood. Then I pulled the pole again out of the water and
repeated the process.Except this time, when I worked hand over hand up the pole and did not
stop when I got to its end. Neither did the canoe, and we glided easily on, my empty hands
grasping at the empty air. When I looked back, the pole, now ten feet behind us, was already
giving way to gravity, the water working as though hand over hand to pull it under the
surface.The pole floated, of course. Sort of. The duck bill was stuck in the muck, and held that
end down. I retrieved my paddle from under the heaps of rice and paddled back to the pole. It
was only my pride that was damaged, as it was several times more when I was wooed away
from my task by some passing beauty, a duck or an eagle, or even a cloud. But I came to not
mind it. When paddling, I could sit down and rest my weary legs, and Bill could rest his weary



arms.We stopped other times, too, to rest and to eat. Then Bill would turn and face me and we’d
pass food and drinking water back and forth, and we’d turn our faces to the sky, and our ears to
the wind. If we listened carefully, and the breeze was right, we could hear other ricers, their
conversation, and the clicking of their sticks muffled by the fabric of the very rice we were
gathering.We did not stay out the day on the water. There was room for more rice in the canoe
when our bones and muscles forced us to stop. As the sun started its decline toward the west,
we stowed the pole and the knockers, Bill moved up to the front seat from his kneeling position
in the middle of the canoe, we reclaimed our paddles from under the rice, and turned back
toward the main channel of the river.One advantage of going upstream to start with is that you
get to flow with the current on the return trip. We barely paddled at all, letting the slow water
slowly return us to Pine Point. When we got there, other ricers were also returning, some with
their canoes filled to the gunwales with seeds of Zizania palustris. Unhurriedly, we beached our
canoes in the order that we arrived and dragged them up the bank to the cars and pickups.Too
weary now to talk, most of us worked in silence. Bill and I put the equipment and food packs into
the trunk of the car and I brought a gunny sack back to the canoe. We took turns holding it open
while the other scooped rice into it. The awned beards stuck to our clothes, got in our hair and
even down our necks, but we kept scooping. When the bulk of the rice was in, we used our
hands to sweep the remainder into little piles and also scooped that into the sack.We put the rice
in the trunk, then went back for the canoe. As we turned it upside down, a younger, stronger
ricing team came over and offered to put it on top of the car for us, and we let them. Then we
cinched it down with ropes, climbed into the car and headed for home. At first we talked a bit,
conjecturing about the amount of rice we would have after the raw rice in our gunny sack was
processed, but then we did not talk at all, Bill conserving his energy for driving, me for cataloging
the effort and pleasure of the day.That night I ate like a logger and slept like a bear. And I never
again asked to go ricing. I think the enormity of the task overcame me, and not just in its physical
aspects. I became fatigued, too, by the weight of the overall rite, with its intense cultural history,
and I came to feel that I did not belong in the rice beds.Perhaps my feeling was premonitory, for
about that time the raising of wild rice in cultivated paddies harvested by machine became
successful, not only in Minnesota, but in California. With abundant and predictable commercial
crops, the cost per pound of wild rice plummeted and harvesting in lakes and rivers declined
proportionately. The annual labor-intensive harvest that once provided a pantry staple and
seasonal income to families and communities now was worth less than half its dollar value just a
few years before.Ironically, perhaps, the robust cultivated wild rice economy may have saved the
natural paddies in lakes and rivers. When the prices were high, many natural paddies were over-
harvested and not enough rice was allowed to fall into the water to provide for the next year’s
crop. Rice stands dwindled. Now, with the reduced value of the crop, mostly only those
dedicated to the tradition of wild rice return to the ancient beds.Once again, mostly those who
are fed by the rice spiritually as well as physically are the ones who reach into the tall stalks and
sweep the rice off the heads and into their laps. Once again, mostly those who understand the



needs of the rice are the ones who carefully lace their canoes through the fabric of the rice beds.
Once again, the rice is harvested mostly by those who know that one crop seeds the next and
who are pleased when they see precious kernels escape the knockers, find the busy water and
sail away.When I drive by the County Nine rice beds and conjecture once again about going out
to rice, I know I will not do it. I am fed more wholly when I watch the rice grow and fill this water
course and then bend from the weight of its own fruit and then stand erect again after its burden
is shaken loose by the wind and by blackbirds that land on the backs of the bent stalks, eating
some of the seed and shaking the rest into the water, where some will be eaten by ducks and
some will sink down into the muck and will wait out the winter until it is time to rise again.The
stalks themselves will also fall in time, will enter the water. My life is less simple, but is made
simpler by that rhyme.Hand-harvested wild rice, Minnesota, photo by Warren
Johnson.1MANOOMINIKE-GIIZIS: WILD RICE MOONWILD RICE IN THE HISTORIC LIFE OF
THE AMERICAN INDIAN PEOPLE; THE TRADITIONAL HARVESTING AND PROCESSING OF
MANOOMIN.From as long ago as 10,000 years, the Woodland Cultures (Laurel People) of the
western Great Lakes area of North America were settled on the shores of the lakes and rivers of
land that includes what is now known as northern Minnesota. These peoples were processing
wild rice and developing pottery and burial mound technology. During the same period, the
peoples to the south, now called the Mississippian Cultures, strongly influenced by Mexican
agriculture, were developing agricultural technologies.1During the last of this period, the
agricultural tradition made its way into what is now southern Minnesota, but the geographical
exigencies of the western Great Lakes area did not favor its development farther north. The
harvesting and processing of wild rice, along with hunting and fishing, persisted.2 Still, there
remained a cross-fertilization of influences. Wild rice harvesting continued into the nineteenth
century as far south as Nebraska and as far southeast as Illinois.3 Southern pottery influences
are evident in the western Great Lakes area.4“Historic times” are marked in North America by
the arrival of the Europeans, who kept written records, often in the form of diaries and reports.
These Europeans arrived in the western Great Lakes area in the seventeenth century.5 The
Minnesota area was then populated primarily by the Dakota tribe of the Sioux nation and the
Wisconsin area primarily by the Menominee tribe, meaning “wild rice people,” of the Algonquin
nation. Both nations harvested wild rice.The arrival of the Europeans marked the beginning of a
westward movement of the eastern populations of what would become the United States. As
explorers and fur traders sought new territory, so did the Algonquin Ojibwe people. Originally
from the Atlantic coast, they were forced to move west as their lands were appropriated by
European settlers.The transition from Dakota to Ojibwe predominance in Minnesota took nearly
two hundred years. The period was marked by increasing strife and warfare between the two
tribes, until 1851 when the Dakota were finally forced from the area. However, for a long time the
Dakota continued to risk attack by returning to harvest rice in their old territory.6The conflict
between the two tribes was in great part over hunting lands that were also wild rice territory.7
With the incursion of the Europeans, wild rice had become a useful trade commodity in addition



to its continuing use as a food staple. Later, it would even “come to be regarded as a luxury by
white people,” according to a news item in a 1913 issue of the Scientific American.The earliest
written descriptions of wild rice confirm its value to any human living or traveling in the area.
References to it are found in the 1633 memoir of Pierre Gaultier de Varennes sieur de la
Vérendrye,8 the 1673 writings of Father Jacques Marquette,9 and in a 1751 scientific tract by
Peter Kalm.10 Perhaps the most eloquent entry comes to us from Pierre d’Esprit, sieur Radisson
in 1668, in a missive to Charles II of England:Our songs being finished, we began our teeth to
worke. We had there a kinde of rice, much like oats. It growes in the watter in 3 or 4 foote deepe.
There is a God that shews himselfe in every countrey, almighty, full of goodnesse, and the
preservation of those poore people who knoweth him not.They have a particular way to gather
up that graine. Two takes a boat and two sticks, by which they get the eare downe and gett the
corne out of it. Their boat being full, they bring it to a fitt place to dry it, and that is their food for
the most part of the winter, and doe dresse it thus: ffor each man a handfull of that they putt in
the pott, that swells so much that it can suffice a man.11Knowledge of wild rice harvesting
traditions comes to us today primarily from the Ojibwe. Until 1988, with the publication of Wild
Rice and the Ojibwe People, a definitive work by Thomas Vennum, most of the stories came to
us through the observations of non-American Indians. Vennum, while drawing from previously
published reports, also went to the American Indian people and recorded their stories
directly.While there are some differences in detail between the stories recorded by non-
American Indian observers and those told to Vennum, and even among the stories told to
Vennum, there is general agreement regarding the traditional methods of harvesting and
processing wild rice.Manoominike-giizis, the wild rice moon or the month of making wild rice,
usually occurs in late August or early September. In the old times, when the rice set seed and
developed toward maturity, the ricing chief of an Ojibwe village would go out frequently to check
on its status. No harvesting of the rice would be done until this chief officially opened the
season.12Before the rice fully matured, however, the women of the community would usually go
out into the rice fields and mark the stands that were theirs. They did this by gathering in a
number of stems and binding them together using string made from bark. Each woman tied her
bundles in a unique way, thus identifying her stand from others.13The binding of the rice had
other benefits as well. It kept the stalks secure and made them less vulnerable to wind, which
could knock off ripened seeds, and to birds, which also knocked off seeds when they landed on
the stalks to eat from them. And binding made harvesting easier and more efficient.The binding
of the rice was perhaps the first aspect of traditional harvesting to be lost to the changing ways
of the middle- to late- nineteenth century. The Ojibwe speaking to Vennum attribute the decline
and cessation of binding to the “breakdown of tradition, premature harvesting, and the incursion
of whites.”14 As wild rice became a commodity for sale and trade, competition for the rice beds
increased. At the same time, the social restrictions of the Ojibwe villages were in decline. Ricers
began going out before the rice was ready for harvest and the role of the ricing chiefs became
diminished.The problems with ricers who did not fully respect the crops escalated into the first



half of the twentieth century and reached its apex when harvesters, especially non-American
Indians, started harvesting rice mechanically. Ralph K. Andrist describes the situation in a July
1951 Reader’s Digest article: “It took the white man a while to discover that wild rice might be
worth exploiting. When he did, motorboats chugged through the rice beds with the effect of an
elephant in a field of corn. A mechanical harvester, devised to get more grain in a hurry, ruined
many rich beds and the crop was facing destruction.”Until the late 1800s, Ojibwe harvesters tied
wild rice prior to harvesting time. Each family had a unique way of tying, or binding, the rice thus
identifying their family’s allotment as determined by the village’s rice chief. Tying also protected
the rice from wind and birds. “Wild rice ready for harvest, Onamia Lake, Minnesota, c. 1909.”
Minnesota Historical Society. Reproduced with permission.In 1939, the State of Minnesota
passed a wild rice act requiring that a ricing license be purchased and restricting ricers to
harvesting by traditional methods from a canoe propelled by a pole and to using knockers (flails)
to release the rice from the plants. The act also sought to restore order to the ricing process by
establishing local ricing committees that would designate the opening of rice fields, a
recognition of the vital function of the ricing chief.15 Today, more than sixty years later, these
same restrictions generally apply except that the opening of the rice fields is determined by the
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR) on non-reservation waters and by tribal
officials on reservation waters.Although the binding of the rice is known today only through
stories, even to the Ojibwe, most other elements of the traditional ricing harvest have remained
intact. Around the turn of the last century, American Indian families still gathered at their
traditional ricing camps to knock and process rice. They would have come there from their
summer camps, where they had gardens, and would go from there to their winter camps, where
they continued hunting and fishing. From the winter camps, they moved to their sugaring camps,
where they made maple syrup, and then on again to the summer camps.16
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Nathanael Greene, “Wild Rice - My Favorite Food. Since no one has posted a review of this
terrific book, in this gorgeous new edition filled with color photography of wild rice and the
aquatic plants and native aquatic environment from which the wild rice kernels came, I am
reprinting here my review of the first (paperbound) edition of this book, which I posted on
Amazon on February 21, 2011. I have also included, an an addendum, some supplementary
comments to my original review.Here is the text of my original review:WILD RICE - MY
FAVORITE FOOD.I spent my childhood on the Great Lakes, where I was introduced to wild rice
sixty years ago. Back then wild rice was a rare luxuary - like buying jewelry. Wild rice has been
my absolute favorite food ever since.Wild rice always had a spiritual appeal for me.Wild rice only
grows in the Great Lakes region, and no where else in the world - so this unique native U.S..
food, with its association with American Indians, also has a patriotic appeal. Ironically, I
purchased my copy of this book in the gift shop of the Smithsonian's National Museum of the
American Indian in Washington, D.C. - which adds to this book's special attraction. This book
should remain a permanent offering at the Museum of the American Indian's gift shop.Unlike so
many cookbooks, a very high percentage of this book's 80 recipes are strongly appealing as
particularly tasty - they are "just the right sort" of wild rice recipes. Many of these recipes are
family or personal favorites that were contributed to the author.All of my life, finding information
about wild rice was like seeking the Holy Grail - almost an impossible endeavor. So this book is
extremely welcome - it has no competitors, and is a potential classic. The author lives in
Minnesota - in the heart of wild rice country - where this charming book received the 2001
"Minnesota Book Award" (her second book to win this award).My only disappointment is that
this book did not contain more nutritional information about wild rice - this Minnesota author
seems well positioned to easily obtain this information, which would be readily available from
local Indian sources and wild rice information centers.I hope this book stays in print - it's a gem
and potential classic. I will certainly purchase any revised and expanded edition.ADDENDUM -
February 3, 2018:True to my word, when I recently became aware of this new and revised
edition, I purchased seven copies, and started to hand them out.Since writing my review of the
first edition of this book, I have been preaching that wild rice is the PERFECT FOOD TO SERVE
AT THANKSGIVING! People have taken me up on that idea.The type of wild rice that I fell in
love with in my childhood is the distinctive shiny black kernels one typically sees commercially
marketed in the U..S. today. However, since originally posting my review, i have learned that
there is a second major variety of wild rice, called "parched" wild rice, that has been cooked over
open fires, immediately after being harvested in the traditional manner, by canoe. I do not like
the taste of "parched" wild rice, and if parched wild rice had been what I was introduced to as a
child, I would not have fallen in love with wild rice.Since originally posting my review of the first
edition of this book, I have also found the nutritional information I had long been looking for - it is
contained in a comparative table of the nutritional values set forth in two columns - one for "'raw,"



and one for "cooked" - which is found on page 273 of a book entitled WHOLE FOODS
COMPANION, authored by Dianne Onstad.The most important piece of nutritional information I
have discovered about wild rice is that it is mildly alkaline - which is rare for a grain, as most
grains are acidic. Ironically, another "American" grain, quinoa, is also mildly alkaline.As my
comment about the alkalinity of wild rice might indicate, I have recently embarked on adopting
an alkaline diet and lifestyle, so I am no longer am attracted to the meat component of the
recipes in this book.An "Introduction" has been added by the author to this new edition of this
book.  Read it.”

ToxicOutbreak, “Entertaining. Hausner has a gift for telling stories. The introduction, telling the
story of her first riding, it felt like was there, listening as people talked while setting up, feeling the
equipment in my hands.The information here is worth having, and the recipes are unique and
sound like something I'd love to try, especially the soups. I love a good wild rice soup. There is a
lot of information here, much more than just the 25 recipes (estimating) within. History, the how
to harvest, what to do with it. I'm delighted!”

Cheryl F, “Great recipes!. I love wild rice and wanted to get to know more ways to fix the rice for
meals. This book has plenty of recipes to set you on your way to adding variety. Book also has
added information on history, harvesting, buying, and more.”

Matthew J. Simpson, “Even More Free Amazon Ebooks - Great. This is one of Amazon's
periodically Free Ebooks.  Pick it up when free.”

ken rodgers, “yummy. love to read cook books”

T. Rose, “Lots of interesting history and information!. I really like this book and it will be a handy
reference book in the future. Good recipes.”

The book by Susan Carol Hauser has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 43 people have provided feedback.
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